
  

VC2_01 Presentation
Artist: Tomoko Kashiki

Photographer: Kirsty Mitchell
I have decided to do my presentation on two of 

my favourite artists at present.
 Tomoko Kashiki is a Japanese fine artist, I came 

across her paintings at the GOMA, 
Her work just intriguged and captivated me.

Kirsty Mitchell I came across when reading 
“Peppermint Magazine” again her work just took 

me to a totally different world, with her visual 
wonderland.

So I decided to delve a bit more into what drives 
and inspires them.



  

Tomoko Kashiki
Japanese fine artist



  

Tomoko Kashiki
This image comes across as quite simple in it's aesthetic, but on closer inspection you see how detailed 

and layered it is. The detail in cloud like water is just beautiful with the movement its creating. The ghostly 
figure learns over to see its reflection, could this be a reflection of herself, or a reflection of her own 

perception of herself ?
This painting gives a real feeling of Japanese myths and legends.

She has used a mixture of media from Acrylic to pencil, she uses multiple layers of acrylic and then sands 
the layers back.



  

Tomoko Kashiki
Artist statement

Sourced from The Guardian Newpaper



  

This image is very fragile and delicate. I just love the soft muted colours used, and the 
detail of the background, which really contrasts well with the figures pink clothing. Again 
the figure takes an elongated form covering her face, is it a sign of sadness, withdrawal, 

fear of facing reality? Or is she just doing a yoga pose ??
“ Hem of skirt shouldn’t get wet”

2010 acrylic,paper,pastel,pencil,ballpoint pen 195 x 128cm. 



  

Her images are very light, pastel, very ghostly using strange 
stylised figures, this gives the impression of floating along, and life 
just passing you by, oblivious of your surroundings, very carefree 
and playful.The depth of field in this painting is great, with a slight 

art nouveau feel.



  

Here she has created an intimate dream like image. very beautifully painted, 
with a great sense of perspective. The distorted, elongated figure twisting 

around root like forms. Could it be saying there are so many different roots to 
chose in life and its easy to get a bit tangled in them all!



  

“Flower” 2006
The image is very hi key, with just slight impressions of the environment, 

your eye is then drawn in to what seems to be quite a female figure, 
Laying face down, it poses many questions. Why is she on the floor ? Is 

she ok, Is it a response to rejection, feeling overwelmed, giving up ? 



  

I really love the combinations of colours in the image, with use of both 
organic and angled lines. Its a very mood enhancing painting, calm and 
peaceful, of what looks like two figures in a boat, this could indicate new 
beginings, adventures, seeing the world, opening eyes to new horizons

.



  

This painting has to be one of my favourites it defiantly is very powerful leaving the viewer slightly on 
edge. The contrast of beauty, femininity, innocence, loneliness, vulnerability, almost creepy 

undertones. Even the print on the shower curtains speaks of a slightly sinister story.
Reminds me of Japanese horror films.

But could this have anything to do with how young adolescent girls feel when growing up in this 
modern society, their own critical perception of themselves.



  

Here the figure appears to be struggling upwards, maybe stepping 
out into the big wide world from the confines of her comfort zone. 

whilst her foot seems to be stuck, melting away a feeling of 
desperation, frustration and uncertainty trying to get somewhere 

but feeling held back and helpless ?



  

I really love the details in these paintings the subtle 
impressions, reflections, patterns, textures and multi layers, 
the way she has added all of these elements works really 

well, its really dream like.



  

Even in this painting there is a feeling of vulnerability and feeling unstable.In the 
background sketches hang from hooks, maybe this is a glispse into her head 

where these stories feelings, emotions and visions are born.
“Trash bag rabbit”

2008 acrylic,pastel,cotton,wooden panel 200x200cm



  

Her work has been used as a cover 
for a book.

 



  

Tomorrow Kashiki is currently exhibiting at the GOMA, 
her works are framed and hung side by side, here are 

some photos from the exhibition.



  

Kirsty Mitchell
 Photographer



  

This is one of my favourite images, visually her images are stunning, but what I love about them is 
how she incorporates natural beauty into her images.

 She embraces the natural environment and relights our love of our surroundings.
Here again the figure is intertwined into the roots of the tree this figure looks a lot stronger and 

sturdier and sure of her role, as opposed to the character of Tomoko's work.
 



  

When I first saw kirsty Mitchell's photography I was blown away,  her attention to detail 
was amazing from the colours she has used, the costumes, props, environment, and 
model it all just fits perfectly together. She and her team make everything themselves.

Here I get the feeling of vulnerability and loneliness but surround by very strong powerful 
elements. 



  

Kirsty Mitchell had come from an Art, Design and Fashion background, but fell into photography after her mother 
died. This effected her very much and fuelled her to recreate those memories that her mother had once created for 

her.
Her mother would always read to her even into her teens, mainly fairy tales, and other old classics.

I didn't really know If her work was that deep at first, it had that fashion style at first glance, but the more I 
researched her I actually think that in these images its more than just recreating these fairytale.They tell a story of 

someone dealing with there grieve, sorrow, loss and emotions, in the only way that she felt she could.



  

Like Tomoko, Kirsty produces beautiful, feminine, dream 
like imagery, but with a mysterious,underlying sorrow,that 

makes you want to know more.



  

This image takes me straight back to my childhood and a old fairy book I 
used to have it always captured my imagination, this image is similar to a 
Joyce Tennerson with its hi key muted tones, and the figure interwoven 
into the background. I think it speaks of feeling trapped on many levels 

and tied down, unable to fore-fill your dreams.



  

I love the way she has captured the movement of her dress in this 
shot, it's really fluid and dreamy.This shouts wanting to be free and 
happy, feeling at ease surrounded by nature not feeling confined or 
suffocated. But then a slight obscured view giving the impression 

the viewer is spying on the figure.



  

In both these images the subjects are being obscured in some 
way, they cant fully express there emotions or feelings 

wanting to have a voice but not being herd.



  

This image is highlighting the figure to enforcise the 
darkness that surrounds her, she looks worried or maybe 

contemplating, what or where to go next maybe this 
image is about choices? 



  

This bring a lot of emotions and feelings when viewing it, I think that this is the stark 
reality of life, that death is ominous and so we return to the earth, Its very chaotic in its 

asethetic. She was dealing with the emotional turmoil of the death of her beloved mother 
so maybe this was part of the healing process for the artist.



  

These images I just love. To me it shows how closely intertwined and bound to nature we 
are as humans, and knowing the land, the seasons, the dangers and the pleasures. 

Living along side nature as we were meant to, and fairy tales and classic stories were all 
very in touch with this way of life, they took inspiration from nature and I think this is 

maybe what she is trying to bring into her work.



  

The human form and the 
connections to the natural world.



  

I found some information of some of her exhibitions here she is exhibited at Quaglino's 
London, and as you can see the images are quite dimly lit in a dark room giving the works 

more drama and impact.She also was asked to exhibit as part of the royal Jubilee in 
London.

 She has done photography for bands and countless magazines.



  

This image is quite ghostly looking, as the figure lays 
surrounded by lavender, gently resting a boat onto her 

chest.I love the subtle tones of pink and purples.



  

Here the colours are just awesome, she has to wait for the seasons in every shot 
and this is no exception. I love the meandering pathway with the gentle covering 
of the autumn leaves. This image although slightly haunting and mysterious, The 

figure is still very guarded and with a closed posture. I think its showing hope 
and a sense of coming through the other end, yellow tending to be a happy 

hopeful colour. 



  

This image shows someone that seems quite at peace with 
themselves, surrounded by water and lilly pads its quite 

harmonious and tranquil her pose suggests a gentleness.



  

These images are very feminine and whimsicle using flair to 
get the required look, very up lifting. I think this is the light at 

the end of the tunnel, for the artist.



  

Presentation by Emily Flynn.
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